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27th October 2021

NOTICE FOR THE 26th ANNUAL
GENERAL BODY MEETING AND BIENNIAL ELECTIONS
To All Members,
As per clause 6 A (2) and 6 B (1) of the Bye-law, notice is hereby given for the 26th
Annual General Body Meeting of the Federal Bank Retired Officers' Forum (FBROF) to
be held at 10.00 am on Sunday, 28th November 2021 at Federal Institute of Science and
Technology (FISAT), Hormis Nagar, Mookkannoor, Angamally, Ernakulam Dt., to transact
the following business:
1. To approve and confirm the action of Executive Committee to postpone the conduct
of General Body Meeting due in the year 2020, due to COVID - 19 pandemic and to
extend the term of the present Committee for one more year or till situation becomes
suitable to conduct General Body meeting of the Forum
2. To approve and adopt the proposal for amendment of the bye-laws and ratification of
the conduct of 26th General Body Meeting and Biennial Election.
3. To receive, consider and adopt the following:
i.

General Secretary's Report for the period 2019-21.

ii. Balance Sheet as at 31/03/2020, 31/03/2021 and Income and Expenditure
Account for the period from 01/04/2019 to 31/03/2020 and 01/04/2020 to
31/03/2021.
iii. Auditors' Reports
4. To approve and adopt the proposal for formulating and launching of Benevolent
Fund Scheme.
5. To appoint Statutory Auditors for the financial year 2021-22 and 2022-23 and fix
their remuneration and also to approve and ratify the action of Executive Committee
to continue to engage the same auditor for the financial year 2020-21 also.
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6. To appoint an Internal Auditor from among the Members of the Forum for the financial
years 2021-22 and 2022-23 and also to approve and ratify the action of Executive
Committee to continue to engage the same internal auditor of FY 2019-20 for the
financial year 2020-21 also.
7. To consider Official Resolutions.
8. To consider Private Resolutions, if any.
9. Declaration of results of Election of Office Bearers, Executive Committee Members,
and Zonal Secretaries held online for the Biennial period 2021-23 and installation
of the new Team.
10. Other Matters if any, with the permission of the Chair.
The present team of Office Bearers and Committee members assumed office in the 24th
Annual General Body Meeting of the Forum held on 24th June 2018 at MG Town Hall,
Aluva. The present Executive Committee was to lay down their office in 2020 General
Body Meeting of the Forum. As all are aware, due to the COVID - 19 pandemic and
Govt. restrictions on convening meetings, no General Body meeting could be held in
2020. Therefore, Executive Committee in its meeting held on 24.08.2020 resolved to
extend the term of the present team till normalcy is restored to enable conduct of General
Body Meeting subject to approval and ratification in the ensuing General Body. Resolution
mentioned in item No. 1 above is proposed in this context.
The present Office Bearers and Committee Members will have to lay down office after
this General Body Meeting. Therefore, it is proposed to elect One President, three Vice
Presidents, One General Secretary, three Dy.General Secretaries, One Treasurer, 15
Executive Committee Members and 10 Zonal Secretaries (Total 34 posts) as referred in
item No. 9 above
NB: The 26th Annual General Body shall be a hybrid meeting with physical participation
of limited number of members with permission complying with COVID Protocol
and with online participation of others. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be
issued separately.

Thomachan K T
General Secretary
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Asst. Secretary
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EC Member
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EC Member
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EC Member

8879253446

Sri. Devaraj P S

EC Member

8337000666

Sri. Mohammed E A

EC Member

9447525271

Sri. Mohandas C P

EC Member

9847076804

Smt. Girija C George

EC Member

9447828083

Smt. Lakshmi Prabha P

EC Member

9526142190

Sri. Ramachandran P V

EC Member

9447469811

Sri. Satheesh Chandran B

EC Member

9447582343

Sri. Aneeshkumar R

Ex. Officio (President - FBOA upto 17.10.21)

9447309358

Sri. Sachin Jacob Paul

Ex. Officio (President - FBOA from 17.10.21)

9744605767

Smt. Anitha P

Ex. Officio (Gen. Sec - FBOA upto 17.10.21))

9526251237

Sri. Shimit P R

Ex. Officio (Gen. Sec - FBOA from17.10.21))

9995955569

Sri. Mathew Kattakayam

Zonal Secretary - Kozhikode

9446546458

Sri. Joy Sebastian E

Zonal Secretary - Thrissur

9446517152

Sri. Augustine C J

Zonal Secretary - Emakulam

9746260490
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Sri. Abraham Mathew

Zonal Secretary - Kottayam

9633235327

Sri. Janardhana lyer M

Zonal Secretary - Thiruvananthapuran

9961086213

Sri. Govindarajan V V

Zonal Secretary - Chennai

9486034230

Sri. Devassykutty Abraham

Zonal Secretary - Bangalore
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Smt. Lipika Saha

Zonal Secretary (from May 2021)
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Sri. Manmohan Gupta

Zonal Secretary - New Delhi
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Sri. Francis D’Silva

Zonal Secretary - Mumbai

9867773998

Sri. Babu P S

Area Secretary - Thiruvananthapuram

9447086462

Sri. Balakrishnan S

Area Secreatry - Kollam

9447405377

Sri. Manikuttan Nair

Area Secretary - Mavelikara

9947323734

Sri. Hasharaf A

Area Secretary - Alappuzha

9895046469

Sri. Bousally P D

Area Secretary - Tiruvalla

9447860686

Sri. George Varghese

Area Secretary - Kottayam

9447972667

Sri. Sreekumar K

Area Secretary - Idukky

9446573013

Sri. Smith P S

Area Secretary - Ernakulam (upto Oct. 2019)

9633693389

Sri. Syed Mohammed P K

Area Secretary - Ernakulam (from Nov. 2019)

9747976644

Sri. Babu M P

Area Secretary - Muvattupuzha

9495537009

Sri. Augustine Paily

Area Secretary - Aluva

9846902403

Sri. Jimmy P K

Area Secretary - Thrissur

9446041160

Sri. Harigovindan A M

Area Secretary - Palakkad

9895880895

Sri. Thomas M T

Area Secretary - Kozhikode

9446210714

Sri. Mohammed Siddique K M

Area Seaetary - Malappuram

9249400110

Sri. Raveendran K

Area Secretary - Kannur

9895680700

Sri. Krishnamoorthy K S

Area Seaetary - Coimbatore

9940669897

Sri. Divakaran K

Area Secretary - Chennai

9443303623

Sri. Jayaram P A

Area Secretary - Bangalore

8197235852

Sri. Narasimham G L

Area Secretary - Hyderabad

9440024801

Sri. Suresh Chandra Babu

Area Secretary - Madurai

9443286920

Sri. Joseph C V

Area Secretary - Kolenchery

9961629888
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REPORT
Respected President, Office Bearers, Executive Committee Members, Zonal &
Area Secretaries and Members,
I have great pleasure in extending a warm welcome to all members who are
attending this 26th National Conference of Federal Bank Retired Officers' Forum
(FBROF) from various parts of the country in a hybrid mode consisting of
physical meeting with restricted number of participants, abiding Covid19 protocol
and through video conference / other audio visual means, for the first time in
the history of our FORUM, which is being held in the backdrop of the Covid19
pandemic.This conference is being held at the prestigious campus of Federal
Institute of Science and Technology (FISAT) Mookkannoor, a project of FBOA
Educational Society, a pride of all Federals. Due to the strict control and Covid19
protocol of the State Government in force, we are confining the physical presence
to only a maximum of 200 members including the Executive Committee, Zonal
/Area Secretaries, and members in and around the venue in the conference
hall of FISAT, from where arrangements are made to webcast the proceedings
for enabling our members all over the country to attend and vote in the meeting.
At the outset, on behalf of the FORUM, may I salute all of you for taking so
much pain and efforts to adjust to the changing scenario and attend the hybrid
meetings which was not very familiar for many of us till recently.
On this occasion I recollect with gratitude the role played by the founding leaders
of FBROF for their vision, dedication and commitment which made it possible
for the Forum to reach its present enviable stature with a membership of over
1863.
I also recall the contributions made by the subsequent organizational stalwarts
of the Forum who took over the mantle from the founders and passed hands to
the successors after contributing their might in building up the Forum to what it
is today. Our Forum is an Associate Body of Federal Bank Officers' Association
and is the sole representative body of the Retired Officers of Federal Bank.
FBROF is affiliated to the national body of retired officers of Public and Private
Sector Banks in the country under the aegis of All India Bank Pensioners and
Retirees Confederation (AIBPARC). Our Forum can be proud that we command
the largest membership among all other affiliates of AIBPARC in Kerala. This
has been made possible only with the whole hearted support, patronage and
valuable advices from my predecessors, FBOA, AIBPARC and the membership
at large. Let me bow my head with utmost respect to all my predecessors who
made it possible for me to undertake, within my capacity, the tasks endowed on
me as the General Secretary of our Forum with dedication and commitment.
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As all are aware, the FORUM could not convene Annual General meeting in
the year 2020 due to the spread of Covid 19 pandemic and hence I am presenting
the report covering the two year period of 2019-21 before this august forum,
for deliberations.
I am deeply indebted to the Organizing Committee with Sri. V O Pappachan as
General Convener who is also the Asst. Secretary and Sri. E A Issac, Coordinator of this online Conference, for the elaborate arrangements made for
the successful conduct of this Conference and Biennial Election in hybrid mode
complying the Covid 19 protocols.
HOMAGE
I bow my head in revered memory of late K P Hormis, the unforgettable visionary
founder who shaped the destiny of our Bank and its array of employees. I also
recollect in respectful memory of our all-time legendary leader, late P V Mathew,
who shaped the destiny of the Forum. We will be failing in our duty if we do not
mention late Com. S R Sengupta, founder General Secretary of AIBPARC who
played a pivotal role in organizing and consolidating the Retired Officers of
Banks. Also, we recollect with gratitude, the yeoman services rendered by
beloved Late C O Thomas Sir, affectionately called by all of us as COT, who
was the Founder Treasurer of our forum, FBROF.
Before we proceed to consider the developments of the last 2 years, it is our
sacred duty to remember the Millions of people who lost their lives due to the
fast spread of Covid 19 virus across the globe and the consequent health issues
to millions of people. During the report period, we have had inestimable loss in
terms of men and resources, in wars, violence, terrorism, epidemics, accidents,
floods, landslides, earthquakes and the like. Many a great noble life and
remarkable personalities, both around the world and in our country who with
their special contribution in their chosen field of activities could draw an indelible
impression of credibility and contributed to their ebilities in their specific
engagements in a very special way had now left us for heavenly abode during
the period under report. Many trade union leaders of eminence also passed
away during the period under report.
Few names need special mention.
1.

Arun Jaitley

Former Union Minister

2.

Sushama Swaraj

Former Union Minister

3.

Ram Jethmalani

Eminent Lawyer & Former Union Minister
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4.

George Fernandez

Former Union Minister

5.

Jaganath Mishra

Former Chief Minister of Bihar

6.

T N Seshan

Former Chief Election Commission

7.

Pranabkumar Mukherjee

Former President of India

8.

Ram Vilas Paswan

Former Union Minister

9.

Jaswant Singh

Former Union Minister

10. Ahmed Patel

Former Union Minister

11.

Legendary Play Back Singer

S P Balasubramaniam

12. Rishi Kapoor

Bollywood Actor

13. Diego Maradona

Football Legend

14. Sean Conery

Legendary Actor (James Bond 007)

15. M P Veerendra Kumar

Former Union Minister

16. Ajith Jogi

Former Chief Minister of Chattisgarh

17. Sugathakumari Teacher

Famous Poet & Social Activist

18. K M Mani

Former Finance Minister of Kerala

19. Akkitham Achuthan Namboodiri

Famous Poet & Njanapeedom Awardee

20. T N Madanan

Former General Secretary of AIBOC, Kerala

21. Santharaju

Former President & General Secretary, AIBOC

22. A K Jena

Former President of AIBOC

23. R N Banerji

Former President, SBI Pensioners Association

24. M Karunanidhi

Former Chief Minister, Tamilnadu

25. K R Gouriamma

First Women Minister, Kerala

26. Mathew M M

Founder President of FBOA

We are very much pained to report the sad demise of these eminent
personalities whom we lost during the period under report.
With profound grief and sorrow we give below the list of our members who left
us for heavenly abode since our last conference on 30th August 2019.
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SL No

PF No.

Name

Date of Demise

1

1078

Mathur K K

21-09-2019

2

3698

Harikumar K

30-10-2019

3

8

Lonappan M T

17-11-2019

4

3774

Narayanan K V

17-11-2019

5

2484

Little Mary

24-11-2019

6

9

Thomas P V

21-12-2019

7

39

Thomas C O

09-01-2020

8

84

Kuriakose M J

20-01-2020

9

548

Jacob P Eapen

07-02-2020

10

1615

Dhanapalan K

15-04-2020

11

2406

Venugopalan Nair J

01-05-2020

12

2126

Ramachandran Menon M

13-06-2020

13

1063

Prabhakaran K N

26-06-2020

14

2540

Alex Nainan Kaithayil

07-07-2020

15

739

Chacko K A

31-08-2020

16

2833

Bhupesh V

25-09-2020

17

380

Thomas K Abraham

16-10-2020

18

269

Abraham P S

17-10-2020

19

24

Joseph K A

01-12-2020

20

4694

Tomy Mathew K

07-01-2021

21

3851

Durga Prasada Rao K

22-01-2021

22

1095

John G

22-02-2021

23

2930

Thomas Bhatt

20-03-2021

24

1758

Sebastian K A

22-03-2021

25

661

Chandrasekharan Nair K P

07-04-2021

26

1106

Xavier George

08-04-2021

27

2054

Sanjeeva Prabhu

12-04-2021

28

2599

George Cherian

19-04-2021
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29

2133

Nagendra Pillai P

27-04-2021

30

3595

Pradeep Therambath

13-05-2021

31

2310

Kumari Letha D

16-05-2021

32

1928

Mohammed Ismail P

21-05-2021

33

1459

Sivaraman M N

03-06-2021

34

8669

Tanaji Ramachandra Patil

26-06-2021

35

313

Jose C T

22-08 2021

36

1606

Joseph Jacob

24-09-2021

(Late C O Thomas was Founder Treasurer of FBROF. He was also an EC
member in the first committee of FBOA formed in 1966 and Joint Secretary, of
FBEU in its first EC formed in 1963. He continued as Treasurer of FBROF for a
long period from 1994 to 2013. We remember the services of Late COT with
respect and gratitude.)
The following retired officers also left us during the reporting period
1

1905

Jitendranath P

19-11-2019

2

xxxx

Paul M M

01-12-2019

3

1055

Sreedharan S

04-02-2020

4

xxxx

Madhavan Vyloor

11-07-2020

5

xxxx

George K V

19-08-2020

6

xxxx

Sagar Thomas

17-11-2020

7

xxxx

Mites Nag

28-04-2021

8

xxxx

Mathew M M

18-07-2021

9

2228

Ramasubramanian S K

07-10-2021

10

891

Sivadas P E

13-10-2021

11

2887

Cyriac P G

30-09-2021

12

xxxx

A R Sankaranarayanan - Ex Director FBL

28-10-2020

The following officers of our Bank left us while in service during this period
1

4980

Rosemary K A

11-09-2019

2

5153

Ravindranath K

02-01-2020
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3

2931

Mohammad Mustafa

05-04-2020

4

16440

Harshit Goyal

24-01-2021

5

4851

Santhosh P Kurien

10-05-2021

6

7273

Tossy Morris

12-05-2021

7

14806

Veerababu V

18-05-2021

8

15276

Gopinadh Vaka

25-05 2021

9

7260

Nukala Suneeta

30-05-2021

10

20489

Simran Singla

31-05-2021

11

3232

Edison Mathew

15-06-2021

12

10204

Arun Lal Bector

15-10-2021

Let us all pay our homage and cherish the memories of these remarkable souls.
Let us all stand up and observe one minute silence as a mark of respect to the
departed souls.
COVID 19- The Pandemic Reigns Over The World
20-20 was a dream year since the inception of the new millennium; experts in
every field in every country were working on projects named 2020 with much
hopes and expectations to have a new life order. Suddenly the applecart was
upset, the entire human race was taken aback experiencing the dream year as
the most dreadful nightmare of the century gripping the whole mankind under
fear and uncertainty right from the north pole to the south pole of the globe.
Millions became the victims and the world got paralysed, medical world made
panicky and the economy flattened.
The COVID-19 pandemic which broke out in China in December 2019 has
swept across the whole world and claimed more than 50 lakhs human lives.
The horrendous spread of the disease pushed the scientific community in to
discovering remedial vaccine to check the virus. Although a number of vaccines
have already been introduced, the virus has refused to budge and is rearing its
head again and again in wave after wave. Many parts of the world are now
passing through the third wave. The world is now learning to live with the
pandemic.
India too reeled under tense and terror and lost more than 4.64 lakhs of human
life, the country clamped under a lockdown unknown so far, leading to a cramped
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claustrophobia of continued curfew making everything upside down and
everyone upset drastically affecting every walk of life.
Though the vulturous wings of the pandemic subside, the threat is not completely
disappeared. Apprehensions, anxieties and uncertainties still prevail. The
uncharted and unchartable course of the uncharitable pandemic still throw the
mankind to the random winds of chance and fate. Administrators and citizens
are now forced to believe that the coexistence with the pandemic is the only
way out as it dwindles now into the category of an epidemic. Let us wish, hope
and pray that we would embrace soon healthy, enjoyable, fruitful and peaceful
ways of living together as a much more promising and pleasant human and
planetary family on this earth.
Covid Collection on the call of AIBPARC
It is a matter of praise worthy pride and graceful recollection to all of us that our
membership whole heartedly supported the call of our apex organizationAIBPARC to donate one day’s pension for Covid relief. The response from the
members was amazing, the voluntary contributions piled up to Rs 20 lakhs
proving the magnitude of ingrained kindness and the inherent magnanimity in
each and every one of us. No doubt, it was an eloquent testimony that we are
a caring and sharing community with considerable compassion and unfailing
kindness. Out of the Rs 20 lakhs we collected, Rs 10 lakhs was paid to AIBPARC
towards PM Care Fund and the remaining Rs 10 lakhs was donated to the
Kerala Chief Minister’s Relief Fund.
NATURAL CALAMITIES
Our country is paying heavy toll during natural disasters consequent to the
climatic changes and destruction of environment. Rain in the desert of Rajasthan,
Floods in Kerala and Drought in the fertile Gangetic plain were something
unimaginable till the recent past. The usual forecasts in almanacs and the
schedules in farm calendar have gone astray. Depressions in the Arabian Sea
and Bay of Bengal are evolving in to cyclones like Fany, Amphan, Okhee, Bulbul,
etc., which have caused huge destruction to life and property. The melting of
ice in the Himalayas are causing unexpected flood in the North Indian Rivers.
Deforestation and urbanization have caused landslides and cloud bursts in
many places including the Himalayan Regions and the Western Ghats. In Kerala,
in the month of August and October heavy rainfall occurred resulting in heavy
casualties. This was the third consecutive year in which Kerala reeled under
floods and consequential damages.
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NATIONAL ECONOMIC SCENARIO
Economic Scenario
GDP: The Indian economy expanded at a record 20.1% year-on-year in Q2
2021, slightly higher than market forecasts of 20%, amid a low base effect from
last year and despite a second wave of covid-19 infections and localised
lockdowns. It compares with a record 24.4% slump a year earlier when the
coronavirus crisis hit the economies hard.
The most important and the fastest growing sector of Indian economy are
Services. Trade, Hotels, Transport & Communications, Financing, Insurance,
Real Estate and Business Services & Community, Social and Personal Services
account for more than 60 percent of GDP. Agriculture, forestry and fishing
constitute around 12 percent of the output, but employs more than 50 percent
of the labour force. Manufacturing accounts for 15 percent of GDP, construction
for another 8 percent and mining, quarrying, electricity, gas and water supply
for the remaining 5 percent.
The economy of India is characterised as a middle income developing market
economy. It is the world's sixth-largest economy by nominal GDP and the thirdlargest by purchasing power parity (PPP). According to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), on a per capita income basis, India is ranked 145th by
GDP (nominal) and 122th by GDP (PPP).
In the long-term, the India GDP is projected to trend around USD 3000.00
Billion in 2022, according to our econometric models. Trading Economics
members can view, download and compare data from nearly 200 countries,
including more than 20 million economic indicators, exchange rates, government
bond yields, stock indexes and commodity prices.
Foreign Direct Investments:
Investment climate in India has improved considerably since the opening up of
the economy in 1991.This is largely attributed to ease in FDI norms across
sectors of the economy. India, today is a part of the top 100 clubs on Ease of
Doing Business (EoDB). FDI inflows in India stood at $45.15 bn in 2014-15 and
have consistently increased since then. Moreover, total FDI inflow grew by
65.3%, i.e. from $266.21 bn in 2007-14 to $440.01bn in 2014-21 and FDI equity
inflow also increased by 68.6% from $185.03 bn during 2007-14 to to $312.05
bn (2014-21).
India has attracted a total FDI inflow of $27.37 bn during the first four months of
F.Y. 2021-22 which is 62% higher as compared to the corresponding period of
F.Y. 2020-21 ($ 16.92 billion).
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FDI equity inflow gres by 168% in the first three months of FY 2021-22 ($17.57
bn) compared to the corresponding period last year ($6.56 bn).
Current Account Deficit: India posted a current account deficit of USD 8.1
billion in January-March 2021, equivalent to 1.0 percent of the GDP, compared
to a surplus of USD 0.6 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal year.
The goods deficit widened to USD 41.7 billion from USD 35.0 billion, while the
primary income gap increased to USD 8.
Net services receipts increased, both sequentially and on a year-on-year basis,
primarily on the back of higher net export earnings from computer services.
Private transfer receipts, mainly representing remittances by Indians employed
overseas, declined marginally on a y-o-y basis but improved sequentially by
1.5 per cent to US$ 20.7 billion in Q3:2020-21.Net accretions to non-resident
deposits increased to US$ 3.0 billion from US$ 0.8 billion in Q3:2019-20.
FII Behaviour: Indian stock indices have scaled new highs and are now
consolidating near their peak but are now seeing a rush of money towards large
cap counters as investors, anticipating a correction from these levels, are
looking at some comfort factor rather than betting on high-beta mid- and smallcap stocks.
Foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) and foreign institutional investors (FIIs) have
become more cautious about investing in India but looking at their behaviour it
seems they have been bullish about large caps for the last few months.Quarterly
shareholding data shows that they pushed up their holding in as many as 83
listed companies that have a valuation of $1 billion or more. At the same time,
they also snipped their stake in as many as 23 companies.
FIIs cut stake in around a dozen large caps, or companies that currently have a
market capitalisation of Rs 20,000 crore or more.
RBI Policy stability: Shaktikanta Das will continue to lead RBI for another
three years. RBI adopted a judicious mix of conventional and unconventional
methods to maintain liquidity in the system. When supply-chain bottlenecks and
global commodity price rise pushed up inflation beyond the central bank's
comfort level (2-6%) for two straight months through June, the RBI didn't resort
to knee-jerk reaction.
Both the central bank and the IMF expect India's real growth to hit 9.5% yearon-year in the current fiscal, the highest among major economies, after a
tumultuous FY21 when GDP shrank 7.3%.
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Instead, it maintained its accommodative stance and agreed with the government
that supportive policies must continue for some more time.
RBI decided to maintain status quo in policy rates for the eighth consecutive
time. RBI has kept repo rate unchanged at 4 per cent while maintaining an
accommodative stance. The reverse repo rate also remained at 3.35 per cent
as widely expected. Apart from these, RBI has retained Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) growth target at 9.5 per cent for the ongoing Financial Year of 2021-22.
However, with the economy gradually returning to normalcy, Guv's next challenge
would be to restore the price stability objectives so that inflation doesn't derail
the growth momentum. Another challenge would be to prevent bond yields
from any irrational spike and ensure the government's elevated borrowing
programme goes on smoothly at a time when the global crude oil prices threaten
to hit multi-year highs.
Cryptocurrency: The legality issue of cryptocurrency in India could be a thing
of the past as Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and Securities and Exchange Board
of India (SEBI) may soon regulate it, according to Government sources. The
government is expected to take a final call on cryptocurrency, as a complete
ban on cryptocurrency in India would be detrimental.
The source further said that SEBI was against treating cryptocurrency as a
commodity while the banking regulator was not in favour of treating it as an
asset.
Crude Oil: Global Crude oil prices has recorded a rise of 200% within a span
of one year. Post spread of COVID 19 pandemic the average price of crude oil
was $40.66 a barrel in October 2020. It now stands at $ 86.
Production of Crude Oil in India recorded steep fall. During the last 10 years it
has recorded about 20% fall, from 38.09 L metric ton in 2011-12 to 30.5 L
Metric ton in 2020 - 21, as per statistics by Ministry of Petroleum. India imports
85% of its crude requirement. Whereas production of natural gas in India has
recorded 26.6% increase during one year ended September 2021.
Highlights of the Union Budget 2021-22
Budget 2021-22 reflects firm commitment of the Government to boost economic
growth by investing in infrastructure development. This is substantiated by
increase in capital expenditure by 34.5% (Rs.1,42,151 crore) over BE 2020-21.
The Union Budget for the financial year 2021-22 was introduced by the Hon'ble
Finance Minister of India, Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman on February 1st, 2021. The
new budget set the guidelines for the upcoming financial year and highlighted
seven flagbearers for the nation's economy.
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The Finance Minister began by stating the issues and the difficulties faced by
our nation's economy as the repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
objectives of the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana to combat such hurdles.
FM also highlighted the availability of two vaccines against COVID-19 and
announced the release of two more in the near future.
The flagbearers of Indian economy 2021-22
Under the Union Budget presented in the parliament, the finance minister stated
seven components as the backbone for reviving the dwindling economy of our
nation. These include:Health and Wellbeing, Physical and Financial Capital,
Infrastructure, Inclusive development for Aspirational India, Reinvigorating
Human Capital, Innovation and R&D and Minimum Government Maximum
Governance
The major goal of the budget is to focus on the development of these components
as a strategy for economic spikes and recovering the lost finances of the past.
The major announcements made by the Finance Minister under this union
budget are mentioned below:
Health and Wellbeing: The FM announced an increase in the spending
with an expense of Rs.64 thousand crores that shall be spread over 6 years
as part of a new scheme partnered with the National Health Mission. This
has been done to provide aid to the urban and rural healthcare facilities.
Jal Jeevan Mission: The Finance Minister also declared a new scheme as
Jal Jeevan Mission that possessed Rs.2.87 lakh crores as an outlay. The
new mission is targeted to sustain and improve the water supply in urban
areas and local bodies as well as ensure proper supply to all the tap
connections.
Urban Swachh Bharat 2.0: The Finance Minister also announced Rs.1.41
lakh crores to be given for Urban Swachh Bharat 2.0 to be used over 5
years.
Physical capital: The Finance Minister reinstated Rs.1.47 lakh crores for 5
years to fulfill the improvement of wastewater treatment and management
of water pollution due to plastic wastes.
Scrapping Policy: One of the innovative policies introduced under the Union
Budget 2021 was the scrapping policy that has the objective of reducing
vehicular pollution.
Finance Minister also stated that around Rs.35000 crore shall be allotted
for the production and distribution of COVID-19 vaccines.
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Infrastructure: Under the current budget an amount of Rs.1.97 lakh crores
has been announced oriented towards manufacture on a global scale and
also to grow employment opportunities for the youth. The budget also
integrated the development of 7 high-end textile parks across the country
over the next 3 years.
Financial Capital: For boosting the financial capital of the country the Finance
Minister announced the establishment of a Financial Institution and has
declared Rs.5 crores as development amount. The Minister also announced
an amount of Rs.2 lakh crore as state capital expenditure.
The total capital expenditure for the financial year 2021-22 has been stated
to be Rs.5.54 lakh crore and the Year-on-Year growth rate has been
estimated at around 34.5% by the finance minister.
Union Budget also announced the allowance for National Highways for the
following states: a) Kerala: RS. 65,000 crores, b) Tamil Nadu: Rs.1.03 lakh
crores, and c) West Bengal: Rs. 25,000 crores
Inclusive development of Aspirational India: Under this pillar of the Union
Budget, the Finance Minister announced a reform in the agricultural sector
allowing a 1.5 times greater MSP than the last budget. The agricultural
credit has also been increased now to Rs.16.5 crore.
Tax Proposals
The Union Budget was not all-too-happy for the salaried individuals or the
working professionals as the government didn't present any evident tax benefits
or changes in the corporate tax.
The Finance Minister announced in what comes as a significant move that
the limit of the tax audit has been increased to Rs.10 crore under Section
44AB.
The budget declared that Senior Citizens whose only source of income is a
pension or interest income shall be exempted from taxation. Under the
revised Sec 194P, the banks will deduct tax for senior citizens aged 75
years or above.
There has also been a reduction in time for tax evasions for IT proceedings
where the limit has been set at three years.
The budget held good news for start-ups because their tax holiday has
now been extended by one year (March 2022).
The budget also entails a provision of pre-filling for returns, TDS, salary.
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An additional tax shall now be applied on the dividend income for the financial
year
The Finance Minister stated that the PF contribution of the employee shall
not be allowed for taxation deduction in case it has not been deposited by
his/her employer.
GST: The Government collection of GST Revenue for October 2021 is the
second-highest since the implementation of Goods and Service Tax in India.
Thus, the total Gross collection stands Rs.1,30,127 lakhs in the month of October
2021. Similarly, the revenue for the month of October 2021 is 24% higher as
compared to the same month last year and 36% over 2019-20.
This is the second-highest ever since the introduction of GST, second only to
that in April 2021, which is related to year-end revenues. Therefore, it is not
wrong to say that economic recovery is in line. The total revenues would have
still been higher if the sales of cars and other products had not been affected
on account of disruption in the supply of semiconductors.
BANKING SCENARIO:
Merger of Banks
The five Associates of SBI, viz. State Bank of Bikanir & Jaipur, State Bank of
Mysore, State Bank of Travancore, State Bank of Patiala and State Bank of
Hyderabad and Bharatiya Mahila Bank were merged with SBI. All these associate
banks had huge network of branches in their respective states. Although the
employees and officers got an assurance that their interests would be protected,
the sentimental injury of customers as well as the older employees and officers
is a reality. There is a lot of debate on two issues. Government and pro-merger
advocates argue that State Bank after merger would be a bigger Bank of world
standard and the institution would get all the benefits of economy of scale. But
the huge loss reported by SBI after the merger raised the eyebrows of many
economic pundits. In October 2018, the government proposed the merger of
three more banks - Bank of Baroda Vijaya Bank and Dena Bank - to create the
country's third-biggest lender through alternate mechanism. Both Vijaya and
Dena were amalgamated with BoB on April 1, 2019. The immediate financial
results, however, do not corroborate the much talked benefits of merger. The
trade unions have their age old fear - there would be huge closure of branches
and offices resulting in lot of surplus manpower and the relationship between
bank and customer which is guided mostly by local flavor and sentiment would
be jeopardized.
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Government of India allowed LIC to acquire 51% stake in the loss making IDBI,
the economic gain there of, is a matter of live debate in financial circles.
Finance minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman came out in August 2019 with yet
another announcement of a series of mega merger of Public Sector Banks as
given below, to be narrowed to 12 Banks wef 01.04.2020 divided in to three
groups - Six Banks with strong national presence and global reach, two Banks
to strengthen national presence and four Banks to strengthen regional focus.
1. Punjab National Bank, Oriental Bank of Commerce and United Bank of
India
2. Canara Bank and Syndicate Bank
3. Union Bank of India, Andhra Bank and Corporation Bank
4. Indian Bank and Allahabad Bank
Privatisation of Public Sector Banks
In the union budget presented on 1st February 2021 Finance Minister Smt.
Nirmala Sitharaman announced Government's plan to privatise two Public Sector
Banks and one Public Sector Insurance Company. This decision of the
government to favour more privatization has invited wide spread criticism and
protest from trade unions. The country has already witnessed two day All India
strike by more than ten lakhs of Bank Employees under the banner of United
Forum Of Bank Unions (UFBU). However, the Governments move to privatise
four of the remaining Public Sector Banks which are presently in the Prompt
Corrective Action (PCA) list of RBI, depends on the success of the announced
plan.
Amalgamation of Lakshmi Vilas Bank with a Foreign Bank (DBS)
Threat to the Existence of Old Generation Private Sector Banks.
Reserve Bank of India on November 18, 2020 announced its plan to merge
Lakshmi Vilas Bank (LVB) with DBS Bank of India, immediately after the
Government imposed a moratorium on the LVB limiting cash withdrawals to Rs.
25,000/- for a month. LVB, a 94 year old Private Sector Bank had a customer base
of more than 2 millions at the time of declaration of morotorium.The
amalgamation with the Indian subsidiary of Singapore DBS Bank marks a shift
in the RBI and Government stand with a foreign bank being tasked with revival
of an ailing old generation private lender instead of relying on public sector
players to takeover a problematic rival.
The Government and RBI decided to step in what appeared to be pre-planned
exercise. As part of the revival strategy, DBS will invest Rs.2,500 crore in LVB.
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The terms of amalgamation envisage complete write off of Share Capital,
Reserves and Surplus including Share Premium Account. Besides, on the
appointed date, LVB shall cease to exist by operation of the scheme and its
Shares and Debentures listed in any Stock Exchange shall stand delisted without
any further action. It is evident that for RBI, with the tacit backing of the
Government, deviated from its due process of evaluation, and hurried up the
exercise.
LVB has also withdrawn the mandate given to IBA during11th Bipartite in the
last minute. AIBPARC has given a protest letter to LVB Management to protect
the interest of pensioners and retirees.
The bank has been under severe financial strain ever since its management
changed its gear and started lending to the large corporates without bothering
to adhere to prudential norms at the cost of its customary strength in lending to
small business. Bank did not consider certain factors on which the employees
both past and present don't have any control over the affairs before its merger.
In brief, they were failure of merger proposal with India Bulls Housing Finance,
creation of certain high value NPAs, resignation of MD, imposition of PCA by
RBI etc. Another astonishing fact which came out was most unethical of recent
times. In order to deprive the employees, pensioners and retirees, the bank
adopted a course of action which was brought to the notice of IBA and Govt.
After booking losses for consecutive 9 quarters the bank made net profit in the
quarter ending 31st March 2020, and this was done by writing back the provisions
made earlier for wage revision and superannuation benefits. This is where the
black cat came out of the bag and the ultimate reason for withdrawal of mandate
from IBA with the aim of depriving the employees and retirees who were covered
under the industry wise settlement from 3rd Bipartite onwards. Now, in the recent
renewal of medical insurance scheme of IBA the retirees of LVB Bank were
denied the option to join in the scheme as they are not a party to the Bipartite
Settlement. Whatever may be the reasons we lost one of the oldest Private
Sector Bank from the map of Indian banking system.
NON PERFORMING ASSETS
The overall quantum of bad loans in the Indian banking system at the end of
the last financial year was Rs. 8.35 lakh crore, much of it was concentrated in
the books of Public Sector Banks. This does not include a significant quantum
of assets that have been under stress before and during the pandemic, which
implies that total NPAs amount to well over Rs. 12 lakh crore. There is extreme
concentration of the bad loans; almost three-fourths of all NPAs are those of
large corporates.
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A study published in the Reserve Bank of India Bulletin (April 26, 2021) shows
that only Rs. 3.32 lakh crore of bad loans were recovered out of a total of Rs.
17.39 lakh crore between 2017-18 and 2019-20, implying a recovery of less
than 20%. The heavy haircuts were particularly striking because of the large
corporate loans that were sold at heavily discounted rates to corporate entities
under the aegis of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, which became effective
from 2016 onwards.
Varieties of restructuring schemes of RBI failed to resolve the NPA issues. The
restructuring schemes have been facetiously nicknamed as "Evergreening of
Bank Accounts" implying that more funds are provided not for putting the stressed
accounts back to rail but for ensuring cheap funds to the beleaguered promoters
for tiding over the crisis for a while. As correctly observed by Reserve Bank of
India, such accounts had become and will become NPA in the days to come.
There are reports that Public Sector Banks have been forced to accept "haircuts"
while settling bad loans in their books. In the past six years, loans amounting to
a whopping Rs. 11 lakh crore have been written off, mostly at deep discounts,
which have enabled one corporate entity to buy off the dues of another, while
banks have been robbed off their dues. Infusion of Government capital of more
than 3 lakh crore to public sector banks has eroded due to the persistent NPA
issues, a fall out of both external factors like slowing down of economy, buildup of excess capacity in certain sectors, frequent changes in Government
policies regarding sourcing of raw materials, etc., along with unholy extraneous
pressure exerted on the bankers to sub serve the political interest of a section
of leadership ever eager to serve their crony capitalist masters.
BAD BANK
The Union Cabinet on September 15, 2021 approved a Rs.30,600-crore back
stop facility for guaranteeing securities to be issued by the National Asset
Reconstruction Company Ltd. (NARCL), the so-called 'Bad Bank' that is being
set up to help aggregate and consolidate lenders 'non-performing assets (NPAs)
or bad loans. The declared aim is to clean up the balance sheets of Public
Sector Banks; evidently this is to dress them up for privatisation.
The 'bad' bank fundamentally consists of two entities: the National Asset
Reconstruction Company Ltd (NARCL), which will aggregate all bad loans of
more than Rs. 500 crore, and the India Debt Resolution Co Ltd (IDRCL), which
would sell the assets over a five-year time frame. Crucially, the Union government
would provide guarantees that would cover any losses between the face value
of the sale value of already discounted assets and the price at which they are
eventually sold.
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Most significantly, the structure of these two entities reveals the potential for
egregious conduct in the name of "recovering" value from the sale of these junk
assets. While Public Sector Banks own the majority of shares in NARCL, private
share holders in IDRCL, which would actually be engaged in selling off the
assets after determining their acceptable value, would own the majority of the
entity. Surely, this kind of a structure is questionable because it could
encourage kerbside deals between private entities. This possibility is very real
because such private entities would be beyond the mandatory scrutiny of
investigating and regulatory agencies that are meant to check malpractices.
Also, since the government guarantee of a maximum of Rs. 30,600 crore is to
run for just five years, there is motivation for IDRCL to sell the assets off as
quickly as possible, even if these were to harm the interests of banks that are a
part of NARCL. Although banks offering bad loans to NARCL are to get 15% of
the heavily discounted value in cash, this is likely to be matched by the investment
they make as equity in NARCL.
The heavily discounted sale of stressed assets of banks is likely to facilitate
concentration of economic power. Given the fact that small and medium-sized
industrial units have borne the brunt of the covid pandemic, it is quite likely that
the 'bad' bank charade will lay the ground for acquisition of assets of these
entities by large players.
Frauds in Banks:
Bank frauds worth Rs. 2.05 trillion happened in last 11 years, reveals RBI data.
As per RBI data of over 50,000 frauds that hit banks in India in the last 11 fiscal
years, ICICI Bank, State Bank of India (SBI) and HDFC Bank reported highest
number of cases. Of the total 53,334 cases of frauds reported during 2008-09
and 2018-19 involving a whopping Rs. 2.05 lakh crore, the highest of 6,811
was reported by the ICICI Bank involving Rs. 5,033.81 crore. The state-run
State Bank of India (SBI) reported 6,793 fraud cases involving Rs. 23,734.74
crore followed by HDFC Bank with 2,497 cases involving Rs. 1,200.79 crore.
In a sensational fraud involving issuance of fraudulent letter of undertaking to
the companies of M/s. Nirav Modi and Mehul Chokshi for a sum of Rs. 14,000
crore approx, Punjab National Bank, the largest nationalised bank next to SBI
in the country, is reeling under severe pressure to manage the losses.
Chiefs of nationalised banks have been seriously cautioned against unreported
instances of fraud in advance accounts of limits above Rs.50 crore. The multi
thousand crore frauds getting unearthed has become a great concern for the
country.
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OUR BANK - MARCHING AHEAD WITH FLYING COLOURS
Federal Bank has once again delivered a robust operating performance, founded
firmly on the strong growth momentum in both credit and liabilities in the first
half yearly results announced recently. The Bank, amidst the volatile
environment, has delivered a very encouraging performance braving a lot of
odds. Bank witnessed strong traction in NIM and pick up in NII on the back of
good credit growth in certain segments. Strong recovery and upgrades helped
in virtually no credit cost for the quarter. CASA growth of 18% YoY led CASA
ratio to reach an all-time high of 36%. Inward Remittances continues to be a
strong forte of the Bank with a market share of 20.54%. The digital story of the
Bank continues to prosper with Fintech partnerships progressing well and
contributing to 50% + of new accounts booked.
The key highlights of the result are as follows:
Total Business of the Bank reached Rs. 306399.38 Cr registering a growth of
9.56% as on 30th September 2021.
Total Advances grew from Rs. 125208.57 Cr to Rs. 137313.37 Cr.
Total Deposits increased from Rs. 156747.39 Cr as on 30th September 2020 to
Rs. 171994.75 Cr as on 30th September 2021.
Resident Savings Bank Deposits of the Bank grew from Rs. 23084.29 Cr to Rs.
27716.43 Cr registering a growth of 20.07%.
CASA Deposits clocked a growth of 17.82% YoY to reach Rs. 62190.88 Cr. On
the Asset side, Agri advances grew from Rs. 14880.35 Cr to Rs. 17890.00 Cr
registering a growth of 20.23%.
Gold Loans registered a growth of 25.88% reaching Rs. 15976.00 Cr as on 30th
September 2021.
Retail Advances grew by 11.76% to reach Rs. 44264.37 Cr.
Operating Profit & Net Profit: The Bank registered an Operating Profit of
Rs. 864.79 Cr and Net Profit of Rs. 460.26 Cr. for the quarter ended 30th
September 2021.
The Bank earned Net Interest Income of Rs. 1479.42 Cr for the quarter ended
30th September 2021.
Net Interest Margin stood at 3.20% as on 30th September 2021.
Gross NPA of the Bank as at the end of Q2 FY22 stood at Rs. 4445.84 Cr,
which as a percentage to Gross Advances is at 3.24%.
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The Net NPA and Net NPA as a percentage to Net Advances as on 30th
September 2021 stood at Rs.1502.44 Cr and 1.12% respectively.
Provision Coverage Ratio (including technical write-offs) was 79.33%.
Net worth of the Bank increased from Rs. 15235.25 Cr to Rs. 17561.53 Cr, as
on 30th September 2021.
Capital Adequacy Ratio (CRAR) of the Bank, computed as per Basel III
guidelines stood at 14.97% as at the end of the quarter.
The Bank has 1272 branches and 1874 ATMs/ Recyclers as on 30th September
2021.
Q2FY21 Vs Q2FY22
Retail advances grew by 11.76% to reach Rs. 44264.37 Cr
Gold Loans registered a growth of 25.88% to reach Rs.15976.00 Cr
Agri advances reached Rs.17890.00 Cr registering a growth of 20.23%
CASA grew by 17.82% from Rs. 52785.84 Cr to Rs. 62190.88 Cr
Total Deposits increased by 9.73% from Rs. 156747.39 Cr to Rs.171994.75 Cr
Investments stood at Rs. 36976.73 Cr
Book Value per share increased from Rs. 76.38 to Rs. 83.57
The proud performance repeated year after year by the bank is a matter of
delight for all those who love Federal Bank.
APEX ORGANISATIONS
ALL INDIA BANK PENSIONERS & RETIREES CONFEDERATION (AIBPARC)
AIBPARC is the organizational wing promoted by AIBOC to act as the apex
body of Bank Pensioners and Retirees' Organizations. AIBPARC is the major
organization of Bank Pensioners and Retirees commanding more than 1.25
Lakhs membership from 24 affiliates from both Public Sector and Private Sector
Banks, and from one Regional Rural Bank. It was only after formation of
AIBPARC the aspirations of retirees in the country got a fillip and a new direction.
AIBPARC, at national level has been coordinating all activities and action
programmes with CBPRO and AIBRF. This has given vigor and further
momentum to our activities at the all India level. The vibrant leadership of Com.
K V Acharya and Com. Suprita Sarkar has taken the lead in all the activities of
Bank Retirees and they could convince our Hon. Prime Minister and Finance
Minister about the long pending issues of Bank Retirees. They are still continuing
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their best efforts to coordinate with other retiree organizations and lobbying with
Govt/RBI/IBA and other authorities to bring in a permanent solution to long
pending issues of retirees, Updation of Pension, improvement in Medical
Insurance etc., in the backdrop of the announcements made by Hon. Finanace
Minister, at the IBA Annual meeting at Mumbai last year.
As a follow up measure, AIBPARC made a call to all retirees of various affiliates
to submit a massive online memorandum highlighting the grievances of retirees
to Prime Minister, Finance Minister, RBI Governor, and IBA Chairman thru MD
& CEO of all Banks.
Governing Council meeting of AIBPARC is being held regularly through virtual
platform in the background of the continuing covid pandemic. Developments at
national level and the outcome of the efforts of lobbying at various levels on our
pending issues are discussed in the meeting and action plans worked out to
take on the agitation further.
FBROF is duly recognised by AIBPARC by elevating our President Com. Tom
Thomas as one of the Senior Vice Presidents and your General Secretary Com.
K T Thomachan, as a Governing Council Member.
CO-ORDINATION OF BANK PENSIONERS & RETIREES (CBPRO)
CBPRO was formed by the five apex level organizations of Bank Pensioners &
Retirees including the retirees from State Bank of India for working together
(UFBU model) to resolve industry level issues of Pensioners & Retirees. CBPRO
is a gigantic organisation of Retirees of SBI and rest of all segments of the
Banking industry and is the single largest organization of Bank Pensioners &
Retiress. Presently CBPRO is headed by Com. Ramesh Babu (SBI Pensioners
Organisation) and Com. K V Acharya (AIBPARC) as Joint Conveners.
Historical emergence of CBPRO and its well coordinated functioning with
AIBPARC has been one of the most notable happenings of the period under
report. Eversince its formation, CBPRO has launched relentless crusade against
injustice meted out to Bank Retirees.
The grand success of the joint struggles and dharnas organized in protest
against the discriminatory attitude of the authorities at various state capitals and
important centers all over the country, ensuring participation of thousands of
retirees during the yester years are best examples of collective and united
movement. This unity is definitely a remarkable achievement in the recent years
that gives lot of hope and aspiration to the Retirees.
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ALL INDIA BANK OFFICERS' CONFEDERATION (AIBOC)
AIBOC is one of the prominent trade union organizations in the country and is
an apex body of trade unions of supervisory staff members of banks in the
Public Sector, Private Sector and Regional Rural Banks. The main architects
behind the formation of AIBOC were Late R N Godbole and Late S R Sengupta
who were the first General Secretary and President of the Confederation. AIBOC
has been giving due importance towards the retired officers issues such as
updation of pension, improvement in family pension, better medical insurance
scheme etc. Though AIBOC took a stern stand in bringing the issues of retirees
in the 11th Bipartite negoatiating table, their efforts could not succeed due to the
divergent stand taken by other unions in the UFBU which miserably failed to
get it included in the minutes. This has created widespread resentment among
lakhs of retirees who were expecting a resolution for their long pending demands.
Protesting against the stand taken by UFBU, several retiree organizations raised
their strong resentment against UFBU stand on not giving importance to the
retiree's issues. Hopes and aspirations of all retirees are still on AIBOC for their
declared stand and commitment towards the retirees who were instrumental in
bringing up the banking industry to the present level.
AIBPARC- KERALA STATE COMMITTEE
Right from the formation of AIBPARC at the national level and subsequent
setting up of various state level units, our Kerala State committee has always
been vibrant and an active unit in coordinating District Level Committees and
taking up all the issues of retirees at the appropriate forum. In the third Triennial
State Conference of AIBPARC held at Trivandrum on 15th February 2020 the
mantle of leadership was handed over by Com. P B Thomas (President) to our
President Com. Tom Thomas and Com. B Sreekumar took over as General
Secretary from Com. R Chandrasenan. We appreciate the dedicated
contributions of Com. P B Thomas and Com. R Chandrasenan who have
contributed heavily in bringing the State Committee to the present stature.
The Conference was a great success in mobilizing thousands of retirees and
showcasing their presence in the mammoth rally with commitment and dedication
to the retirees movement. Several delegates from FBROF actively took part in
the deliberations in the business session. I am glad to report that the following
of our office bearers/members have been elected to the various positions in the
new team of AIBPARC State Committee.
Com. Satheesh Chandran B

Organising Secretary

Com. Rajanarayanan V M

Dy. General secretary
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Com. George C Chacko
Com. K T Thomachan
Com. K Ravindran
Com. Girija C George

Member Advisory Council
E C Member
E C Member
E C Member

AIBPARC State Committee has been observing Bank Nationalization Day on July
19th, every year as "Protest Day" since 2014. Dharnas and demonstrations were
held by various district committees through out the State highlighting the pending
issues of Retirees in which thousands of retirees participated. In the current year
various programmes including Webinars, Dharnas in front of RBI, Demonstrations,
Memorandum to RBI Governor, etc., invited wide visibility and media coverage.
I am also very happy to report that following of our leaders/members have been
inducted to lead the State / District committees of AIBPARC
Com. Subha Rao
Com. Narasimham G L
Com. Ravindran K
Com. Augustine C J
Com. Mohandas C P
Com. Thomas Antony
Com. Koshy V George
Com. Rajasekharan S
Com. Mathew Kattakkayam
Com. Narayanan K K

Organising Secretary, AP & T State
Deputy Gen. Secretary, AP & T State
District President, Ernakulam
District Vice President, Ernakulam
District Asst. Secretary, Ernakulam
District President, Idukki
District Secretary, Pathanamthitta
District Secretary, Alleppey
District Vice President, Kozhikode
District Organising Secretary, Kozhikode

UFBU - UNITED FORUM OF BANK UNIONS
The United Forum of Bank Unions (UFBU) emerged as a strong organization
during the last 2 decades. It has assumed significance not only in the banking
industry but with the Government also. UFBU is the only union in the country that
can threaten with industry level agitation and strike and bring down the shutters of
the entire industry. Com. K V Acharya and Com. A Ramesh Babu, Joint conveners
of CBPRO are maintaining close rapport with the leaders of UFBU and interact
with them quite often for resolving the grievances and issues faced by the bank
retirees. However, it is a matter of concern that the rift within the constituents of
UFBU is posing a threat in the matter of resolving the issues of retirees.
With the support of more than ten lakhs of employees and officers in the Banking
Sector, UFBU had organized two day strike on 15th &16th March 2021 to protest
against the move of the Government to privatise 2 Public Sector Banks, which
was a grand success.
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FBOA - FEDERAL BANK OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION
FBROF can take pride in being an organizational wing of Federal Bank Officers
Association (FBOA) which has been in existence for over 50 years and provided
a strong umbrella to thousands of officers present and past. It gives us immense
satisfaction that we all have been part of the saga of the FBOA journey in the
yester years in shaping its destiny, pride and eminence. The unity, solidarity
and camaraderie of Federals, stand as a testimony in leading the bank officers'
fraternity in general and Private Sector Bank Officers in particular. Service
conditions of Federal Bank Officers also always stand one step ahead among
other banks. The social commitment and welfare measures formulated and
implemented by FBOA during the yesteryears is a role model for all other trade
unions to emulate at all times. As in the past, FBOA is continuing its efforts to
extend all support to FBROF and the issues of Retirees are taken up with the
management giving due priority. Recently FBOA has submitted a charter of
demand to Management in which several demands of Retirees are included.
We are very much greatful to Com. Anitha P, General Secretary, Com. Aneesh
Kumar R, President and team of FBOA for offering the software developed for
conducting their AGM and online election to FBROF also with out any financial
burden on us. The support, patronage and assistance provided by FBOA is a
morale booster for steering the activities of FBROF.
A new team of Office Bearers with Com. Sachin Jacob Paul, President, Com.
P R Shimith, General Secretary, Com. Jenib Kachappilly, Treasurer and
Committee members have been elected in the recently held FBOA elections
and they have assumed office at the 34th National Conference held on 17th
October 2021 at FISAT, Mookkannoor. We extend good wishes to them.
11TH BIPARTITE TALKS
Though the period of the 10th Bipartite Settlement expired in October 2017 and
the unions submitted the charter of demands well in advance, no meaningful
discussion could materialize due to the adamant attitude of IBA and Government
on one pretext or the other. The main stumbling block was getting mandate from
all the banks for carrying on negotiations for the entire officers community from
scale 1 to 7. Although IBA/Government agreed initially to talk only upto scale 3 in
the case of serving officers, by the pressure of agitation IBA was forced to extend
the benefits of the salary revision to all scales.
After thirty six months of anxious wait, many days of agitation and strikes and
protracted period of uncertainties, the long overdue wage revision of officers in
the Banking industry has become a reality with the signing of joint note between
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IBA and Bank Unions on 11th November 2020 at Mumbai. It is to be specially
noted that Bank Employees Federation of India (BEFI) walked out of the signing
of MOU protesting against the non updation of pension of the retirees along
with the BPS.
The new Basic Pay was arrived at after merging 47.8% of DA ie. at 6352 points
and a loading of 2.5% thereon, thus the new pay structure is Rs. 36000/- to
129000/- covering all scales, w.e.f. 01.11.2017. Remakable improvements could
be achieved in the matter of HRA, CCA, Leave Encashment, Additional
Stagnation Increments, Special Allowances, other Allowances etc. However,
Non financial issues like the demand for five day week and also updation of
pension in the wake of the announcement made by Hon. Finance Minister for
the retirees were deferred for further discussions.
After signing of the MOU by the Leaders of all Unions and Representatives of
IBA, the announcement made by Chairman of IBA about the decision of the
Government for updation of Family Pension from the existing level of 15% to
30%, that too with out any ceiling surprised all the leaders in the conference
hall. But it is a matter of grave concern to note that it took more than one year
to get the final clearance from Ministry of Finance.
RETIREES' ISSUES
Anomaly in payment of arrears with interest to pre 2002 retirees.
It is known to members that in the wage settlement of 1997, merger of DA for
the purpose of fixing basic pension for retirees, was fixed at 1616 points whereas
for the serving employees and officers it was fixed at 1684 points. This anomaly
was challenged in the court and on 13th February 2018, Hon'ble Supreme Court
dismissed the Civil Appeal 5525 filed by the Banks in 2012 and ordered
rectification of the anomaly in computation of pension of the pre 2002 retirees
within 4 months from the date of their order and also ordered to pay interest
@9% on the amount due to the retirees. Later IBA also got the legal opinion
that all Banks, irrespective of whether public or private, who had implemented
provisions of joint note of the 7th Bipartite Settlement should comply with the terms
of judgement. Further to it IBA, vide their letter No. HR&IR/2018-19/G2/5143 dated
15.05.2018, gave directions to the member banks accordingly and clarified on
the date from which the interest at 9% is to be paid on arrears of pension as
follows. "Interest would be payable from the date of retirement on the differential
amount of pension from the date in each month, when the pension was due to be
paid, calculated progressively till the date of payment to all employees/officers
who died or retired on or after 01/04/ 1998 upto 30/04/2005". Our Bank initially
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took a stand that this order was not applicable for Private Sector Banks. After
series of meetings with HR officials and constant follow up through FBOA, Bank
released only the arrears part but without interest which is subjudice and gross
injustice meted out to each of the pre 2002 retired very senior officers numbering
46 only, who had toiled hard to take the Bank to an enviable position in their days
which undoubtedly paved the way to a great extent for the Bank's present level of
prominance. FBOA has taken this issue very seriously and demanded the
management for an early resolution of this issue and to pay the arrears with interest
@ 9% as per the terms of the judgement of the Apex Court of the Country. The
Bank shall not be hesitant to pay the interest legitimately due to these super senior
Federals as the bank was utilizing the money all these years. All these hapless
people are now at the sunset years of their lives. Any more delay in paying their
legitimately eligibile amount is quite unethical, unjustifiable and beyond any logic.
Arrears of Pension Commutation to Pre 2002 Retirees
Though Banks have released arrears of pension with interest @ 9% to the eligible
retirees, Banks have not paid the arrears of commutation and interest thereon as
per the entitlement arising out of refixation of basic pension. Payment of
commutation becomes a natural corollary to refixation of basic pay and basic
pension after removal of the anomaly. It is a plain understanding and simple
logic that a correction in computation of basic pension would necessarily warrant
a corresponding correction in the computation of commuted amount. AIBPARC
has taken up this matter with IBA and requested to advise member banks to
recompute the amount of commutation on the basis of re-fixed basic pension in
terms of judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court and effect payment of arrears
of commutation along with interest at 9%. Accordingly, IBA has given instruction
to all member banks who were parties to the bipartite settlement to release the
eligible arrears in respect of pension commutation also.
FBROF Set up Pre 2002 Retirees Sub Committee
Decides to resort to Legal Remedies.
Inspite of repeated representations, requests and follow up with the Bank, the
long pending demand of payment of eligible interest to Pre 2002 Retirees could
not be settled. Aggrieved against the adamant attitude of the Bank the matter
was discussed in detail in several rounds in the Executive Committee Meetings.
Accordingly a sub committee was formed with Sri. Prakash C Chandy as
convener and M/s. C Bhaskaran, Adv. T P George, George C Chacko and A P
Abraham as members. The committee met several times and submitted their
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recommendation to the Executive Committee for initiating legal proceedings. It
was also decided to file writ against the Bank/IBA by few beneficiaries and to
extend all financial support to this movement including revoking all legal remedies.
It was also decided to implead in the case by FBROF subsequently. We are glad
that Rs. 2.00 lakhs has been provided in our balance sheet as on 31st March 2021
towards this cause.
Uniform DA Compensation to Pre November 2002-Retirees.
Pre 2002 retirees are adversely affected doubly due to continuous Non Revision
of their Pension since 1992 and getting inferior DA Compensation as compared
with subsequent Retirees who are given the advantage of 100% DA
Neutralization. It is universally accepted that Price Rise hits equally harsh all
including all serving and retired employees as well and there cannot be any
discrimination among the Retirees as a class. For Government and RBI
Pensioners no such discrimination is done in respect of DA Compensation and
only Pre November 2002 Bank Pensioners and Retirees are subjected to this
discrimination that too when they are in the late evening of their life. Their
number has dwindled steeply due to passing away of the retirees in that group.
AIBPARC is closely following up this issue and hope that a very humanitarian
consideration only can give the much needed relief to them.
Family Pension
The present quantum of family pension paid to the spouses of the deceased
retirees is only a meagre 15% of the basic pay which will in no way help them to
sustain their livelihood and meet even their medical needs, especially at their
old age. On the contrary, the Central / State Government paying 30% of Basic
pay as Family Pension is a clear discrimination against Bank Retirees.
All are aware that improvement of Family Pension was agreed upon and
documented in the MOU signed on 22nd July, 2020 and it was reiterated in the
Bipartate settlement/Joint note signed on 11-11-2020. Chairman IBA has also
confirmed in the General Body meeting of AIBOC on 23-01-2021, that they are
awaiting clearance from Govt. IBA had reportedly held a day long virtual meeting
with the officers of DFS and submitted necessary clarifications, proposals with
cost analysis and recommendation. The Minister, on floor of the Parliament
informed that the issue is under active consideration. Our organization AIBPARC
has sent several communications to IBA/Government at regular intervals. After
prolonged agitations led and coordinated by our parent organisation AIBPARC
& CBPRO, Union Finance Ministry has cleared IBA's proposal for Revision of
Family Pension in Public Sector Banks in tune with the Agreement in the recently
concluded Bipartite settlement and Joint Note. We are glad that after a period of
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one year from signing MOU, Finance minister has announced the decision for
revision of family Pension on the basis of the MOU signed in the 11th Bipartite
agreement.
IBA, after getting clearance from the Finance Ministry had approached RBI for
allowing permission to member banks for amortising the liability for a period of
5 years so as get comfort on their profitability.
We are very glad that IBA has given instruction to all member banks who were
parties to the 11th Bipartite settlement for implementing revised family pension
after placing the matter in the Boards of respective Banks. We are informed by
the Bank that revised family pension with arrears from 1st April 2021 will be
released in November itself which will benefit more than 400 Family Pensioners
in our Bank.
This is a great solace to thousands of family pensioners who were getting a
meagre family pension which was not at all sufficient to have a decent living in
their old age coupled with the ill-fate of pre deceased earning spouse.
Updation of pension
As all of us are aware, Bank Employees' Pension Regulation Act 1993/95,
Clause 35(1) stipulates for periodical updation of pension but the same is denied
to Bank Retirees on one pretext or other. It is a long pending demand of Bank
Retirees that pension should be periodically updated as in the case of Central/
State Government pensioners whose pension is revised periodically based on
the recommendations of the pay commissions. With the continued protests,
demonstrations and struggles by Retired Officer's Organizations including
AIBPARC jointly with AIBOC, the issue could be held live and could take it to
the negotiating tables as part of the residual issues in the joint note of the 10th
Bipartite Settlement. The role played by AIBPARC for forming a collective body
of retiree's organizations under the banner of CBPRO is a milestone in carrying
forward our persistent demand for updation of pension and other issues. The
efforts of bringing together AIBRF also to the joint agitation movements, added
more fuel to our struggles as the involvement of all sections of Bank Retirees in
the dharnas and demonstrations held throughout the country got wide media
coverage and helped a lot in catching attention of the authorities. This helped
AIBOC to sit firm on their stand that the residual issues of 10th Bipartite Settlement
be settled as a precondition for proceeding with the 11th Bipartite negotiations.
Recent Development - Formation of a Sub Committee:
We are very glad that IBA has taken very significant and positive initiative to form
a six member high power committee to examine long pending vital issue of pension
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updation in banks and to prepare proposal for consideration and approval of the
Government. The Committee is headed by Sri. S S Mallikarjuna Rao MD & CEO,
PNB and the members are Sri. M V Rao, MD & CEO, CBI, Sri. O P Misra, Dy.
MD, SBI, Sri. S I Jain, ED, BOB, Sri. D Mukherjee, ED, Canara Bank, and Sri. G
M Bhagat, Dy. Chief Executive IBA. As all the members of the Committee are
eminent, senior, and experienced bankers we hope and wish that this Committee
will come out, using vast and rich experience of its members with good and sound
proposal on updation of pension, doing justice to the bank pensioners.
Updation of Pension in RBI
The hopes and aspirations of the pensioners in the Banking Industry touched sky
on knowing the favourable developments in RBI on updation of pension. Members
are aware of the litigation on the issue continuing since long at Mumbai High Court
and Supreme Court. The key point of consideration is whether the officials of
Ministry of Finance, Govt. of India are empowered to thwart or stop the
implementation of a unanimous resolution passed at the Central Board of RBI. In
both the cases, the Courts held that RBI is an autonomous body and its decisions
could not be altered or amended by officials of the Ministry. After a prolonged
struggle, both in the agitational and legal fronts, the employees and officers of RBI
won the battle. The most striking point is that all the unions/ associations of the
serving employees and officers did a heroic battle to achieve the goal. They not
only succeeded in improving family pension to 30% but could also reduce the
minimum qualifying service for full pension to 20 years. At last, on 5th March, 2019,
the Under Secretary in the Ministry of Finance advised the Governor, RBI to make
necessary changes in the Pension Regulations for effecting updation of pension
with prospective effect. Immediately on perusal of the letter, AIBPARC represented
this before the Chief Executive of IBA to forward the copies of the minutes signed
by the leaders of workmen and officers with officials of IBA in the years 1993 &
1994 to Ministry of Finance with their recommendations for updation of pension
and in both the minutes, there is a clear-cut mention that the Pension Regulation in
Bank's will be based on the pattern of RBI/Central Govt. We firmly believe that our
demand for updation will be further strengthened by the welcome happenings at
RBI.
IBA Medical Insurance Scheme
The Policy as it is and the changes every year, the IBA Medical Insurance Policy
has become a burden unbearable to Retirees. The original single premium policy
for those in service and the retirees was subsequently bifurcated by IBA and
Insurance companies, unilaterally taking away the social security available at
affordable prices to Retirees.
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Every year, renewal of medical insurance policy for Retirees had been a matter of
great anxiety and concern for every Bank Retiree. Eventhough vigorous follow up
by both AIBPARC and CBPRO was made with IBA, the increase in premium
every year in one context or other continue to be a nightmare for retirees. The
steep hike in premium for the current year is said to be due to the high incurred
claim ratio of 147% as on 31st July 2021 in the background of higher claims due to
covid pandemic. The demand for complete excemption of GST on medical
insurance premium still remain unresolved. Also demands of all retiree
organizations to IBA for subsidization of a part of the premium has been also not
considered favourably. As a result of the heavy bargaining, demands like multiple
slab to suit affordability, prorata premium to the surviving spouses, etc., could be
continued this year also which are great relief to the financial burden of the ill
fated surviving spouses considerably.
This year also IBA has accepted the quotes of National Insurance Company Ltd
and TPA allotted to our Bank continue to be M/s Heritage Health Insurance P Ltd.
As there were several complaints about the TPA in the matter of settlement of
claims last year, we had requested the Bank to change the TPA. Banks efforts to
change the TPA did not succeed as selection of TPA was the prerogative of the
Insurance Company. This is likely to create lot of difficulties to several policy holders
in getting their claims reimbursed on time.
Our Bank has been following the practice of sharing 70% of the premium right
from the 'FEDCARE' days as per the understanding with the employees and
officers' organizations. FBROF has been requesting the management to bear
the full premium of retirees as in the case of serving staff as the premium of the
policy sponsored by IBA is shooting up year after year and such unaffordable
premium is no where near to the paying capacity of the retirees.
It is with high degree of appreciation and deep sense of gratitude the retirees of
our Bank acknowledge the decision of the Bank to follow the agreed norms of
sharing of the renewal premium on 70:30 formula and subsidise Rs. 25950/- of
the renewal premium to each retiree. We had requested the Bank to extend 70%
subsidy to the GST component also considering the proposal for steep increase
in the premium vide our representation dated 15th September 2021 unfortunately
the same factor of the steep hike turned out to be a serious deterrent with an
unprecedently heavy commitment for the Bank per policy holder. However, we are
grateful to the Bank Management in general and to Sri. Shyam Srinivasan, MD &
CEO, in particular for extending an assistance of more than Rs. 25000/- per person
for every retired officer and a proportionate commitment for family pensioners.
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It may be noted that the demand of all retiree organizations to subsidise at least a
portion of the renewal premium fell in to the deaf ears of IBA this year also.
AIBPARC in its recent circular has congratulated our management for showing
their gesture of goodwill for sharing substantial premium with the retires and
described this novel step as a trend setter in the industry.
The decision of the Bank can be considered as a token of acknowledgement to
the retired officers, whose contributions and sacrifices during yester years for
building the Bank to the present enviable position. Alongwith the financial
support, FEDCARE gives the feel of a soothing touch to all Ex Federals during
the hapless period of old age and boost their spirits in driving the roles of retirees
as Federal Ambassadors across the country.
It is our firm stand and earnest hope that the total payout as premium is to be
taken into account and the Bank should show the generosity to pay the full
premium since medical cover is the most important expense portfolio for the
retirees at their old age. The Bank should deem it as their Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) since it relates to those senior citizens who had been part
of the institution in the past and the true ambassadors of the Bank now.
We are taking all efforts to persuade the Bank to explore the possibilities of a
permanently viable and reassuring provision enabling the Federal Retirees to
have the most necessary social security measure at their old age.
Federal Bank Officers Medical Welfare Fund
As all are aware, we had been contributing a percentage of Baisc Pay every
month from the salary towards contribution to Federal Bank Officers Welfare
Fund till retirement. The Trust rules of the Fund stipulate that the membership
from the Trust will cease when an officer retires from the services of the Bank.
Knowing that prevailing provisions in the Income Tax Act does not permit former
officers to be the beneficiaries of such funds, FBROF along with the Bank have
been taking initiative to get the said clause Section 10 (23AAA) in the IT Act
amended. We have been representing, for the last couple of years, to the Finance
Minister, Ministry of Finance, Govt of India and CBDT, to take steps to amend the
clause restricting the benefit of the fund to retired members of such trusts also.
The matter is also being followed up through Members of Parliament, Bank and
other apex organizations. This will be much beneficial and will be a great relief to
our members in the area of escalating medical insurance premium year after year.
This year also we have submitted memorandum to the Finance Minister, Central
Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) and other Finance Ministry Officials with a request
to take steps to amend the section 10 (23AAA) in the IT Act.
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2nd Option for Pension for Compulsorily Retired Officers/Employees
Second option for Pension was not given to the employees/ Officers who were
compulsorily retired by the Banks, while extending second option for pension,
as per Joint Note dated 27.04.2010 signed along with the 9th Bipartite Settlement.
The persistent follow up of AIBPARC on the above subject ultimately yielded
result on 16th March, 2018. IBA issued instruction to CEO of all banks which
were parties to the settlement, to implement the instruction of allowing 2nd option
for pension to all CRS employees/officers. High Courts of Various States gave
favourable rulings in favour of such employees and officers. IBA took legal
opinion from eminent Law Houses which opined that IBA, having the status of
a state should act in a fair and reasonable manner and it should not restrict the
benefits only to those who demanded it. In spite of the crystal clear legal opinion
to grant option to all affected employees/officers of Banks which were parties
to the Bipartite Settlement/Joint Note dated 27.04.2010, Managing Committee
of IBA decided to advise only the CEOs of Public Sector Banks for
implementation of the same, leaving behind the retired officers/employees of
Private Sector Banks in the lurch. Our apex organisation CBPRO & AIBPARC
are following up this matter with IBA and UFBU. This type of discriminatory
attitude of IBA towards the issues of employees/officers of Private Sector Banks
were highlighted by our Forum in all the Governing Council Meetings of AIBPARC
which is attended by your President and General Secretary.
2nd option for Pension to Resignees with Pensionable service
Second option for Pension was denied to those employees/officers who resigned
after completing pensionable years of service also. Some of the affected
resignees of Vijaya Bank filed suit against this discrimination and won the case
in the single bench of Karnataka High Court. Management of the Bank got
defeated and ultimately made an appeal to Supreme Court. Here also the verdict
went in favour of the resignees but the apex court allowed the benefit to the
parties of the suit only. It was not extended to similarly affected persons. There
was an interesting observation that the question of law is open. AIBPARC had
taken steps to negotiate with IBA for extension of similar benefit to the affected
persons. Certain affected individuals, however, without any consultation with
AIBPARC filed another case in the single bench of Karnataka High court
demanding the same benefit to them also. Here, the bank management won
and the resignees lost. They, however, moved to the division bench in the form
of an appeal and the case is still pending.
A number of writ petitions seeking 2nd option for pension for those resigned with
qualifying number of years service are pending disposal before different High
Courts, especially in Karnataka (Bangalore) and Delhi High Courts. This issue
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is still pending. Few of our members who had resigned from the Bank before
introduction of the pension scheme are very much aggrieved on this issue.
Since resigned officers are not eligible for pension now, they are denied the
privilege of getting other benefits from the Bank including subsidy on medical
insurance on the pretext that they are not pensioners even though they had
served the Bank for several years. We are closely following up this matter with
AIBPARC for further escalation in the matter.
Payment of Gratuity
Effective date for payment of the enhanced limit from Rs.10.00 lakhs to
Rs.20.00 lakhs
Enhanced gratuity limit of Rs.20.00 L was made applicable to Central Govt
employees effective from 01.01.2016, as recommended by Central Pay
Commission whereas the enhanced ceiling was not extended to nonGovernmental employees as the effective date was given as date of passing
the amendment bill in Parliament, i.e., 29th March, 2018. As a result, those
retired between 01.01.2016 and 29.03.2018 in non Governmental sector were
deprived of the benefit of the enhanced limit of gratuity.
Being a social benefit welfare legislation, for extending parity for the employees
governed by the Payment of Gratuity (Amendment) Act 1972 vis a vis Central
Govt. Employees, this grave discrimination was taken up immediately in the
first week of April 2018 itself with Ministry of Labour & Employment, Govt. of
India by AIBPARC, our Apex Body. Periodic revision of Gratuity ceiling is awarded
by the Pay Commissions after taking into account the fall in purchasing power
due to inflation. Inflation hurts all retirees in equal measures and hence there is
justification for parity in the effective date among all sections of retirees.
As per the opinion received from legal luminaries, there appears to be no legal
objection if said parity is allowed by the Government since the Government is
empowered to notify the parity in terms of Gratuity amount for employees in nonGovernmental sectors, with retrospective effect. Several retired officers have filed
case against this anomaly and the matter is pending for decision.
Our parent organisations - AIBPARC and AIBOC are following up the issue closely.
Reckoning of Special Allowance for Calculation of Gratuity & Basic Pension
10th Bipartite Settlement dated 25th May, 2015 provided for introduction of a new
special allowance carrying DA. However, the settlement also contained a negative
clause that the special allowance shall not be considered for calculation of
superannuation benefits, viz., Pension & Gratuity. This negative clause is illegal
and cannot be used to the detriment of the interests of Retirees. Not reckoning
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special allowance for the purpose of calculating superannuation benefits is violation
of Pension Regulation Clause 2 (s)(a)(ii) which provides that all allowances counted
for the purpose of making contribution to the provident fund and for the payment of
dearness allowance shall be included as components of pay. It is pertinent to
mention here that Provident Fund not being contributory does not constitute a
benefit to an employee. This negative Clause leads to payment of only dearness
allowance as the only benefit available to employees on special allowance. Under
such circumstances a negative clause in the 10th Bipartite Settlement to the effect
that special allowance will attract DA but shall not be reckoned for calculation of
superannuation benefits is illegal and contrary to the provisions of the Pension
Regulation 2(s)(a)(ii). The only purpose of this negative clause is to take away the
rights conferred under pension regulation 2(s)(a)(ii). It was held by the Hon'ble
Supreme Court in case of Pension Civil Suit No: 5525 of 2012 filed by Bank of
Baroda that by signing a settlement or a joint note, there is no estoppel as against
the enforcement of statutory provisions (Pension Regulations) which could not be
tinkered with, in an arbitrary manner. Extending the same rule of law, the negative
clause in the 10th Bipartite Settlement/Joint Note about not reckoning special
allowance for calculating superannuation benefits or Gratuity and Pension, is
arbitrary and quite illegal.
Our apex bodies, AIBPARC & CBPRO and Parent Organization AIBOC are actively
following up this issue with IBA and Ministry of Finance for rectifying this grave
injustice meted out to a section of retirees. It is quite unfortunate that though the
removal of the special allowance component in salary structure was an important
part of the Charter of Demand in the 11th BPS, it could not be achieved due to the
technical stand taken by IBA that it was sub-judice as the matter was pending
before the courts.
Reckoning of Dearness Allowance for Calculation of Gratuity
The Honourable High Court of Madhya Pradesh has held on 28.02.2019, in the
case of Madhyanchal Gramin Bank vs All India Gramin Bank Pensioners
Association No. WA-1318-2018, that for the purposes of calculating gratuity, the
"Pay" would include the "Basic Pay", "Stagnation Increments", any part of
emoluments which may specifically be classified as "Pay" (FPA, PQA, Officiating
Allowance, etc.) in the regulations. The Honourable Court has further held that the
last drawn 'Pay' under the regulations would include 'Dearness Allowance' for
computation of gratuity in respect of officers as well.
AIBPARC has taken up this issue with IBA for implementation in the Banking
Sector.
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Release of Stagnation Increment to eligible officers who retired between
1/11/2012 and 30/04/2015
In the 10th Bipartite Settlement/Joint Note signed on 25.05.2015, an additional
stagnation increment was considered for award staff and certain scales of officers
to be notionally released from 1/11/2012 with monetary benefit to be paid from
1/5/2015. Those staff members who continued to be in the service post 30/4/
2015 got monetary benefits in wages as well as benefit in their pension eligibility
at the time of retirement. It was not explicitly mentioned in the bipartite /joint
note that the benefit of notional stagnation increment would also be extended
to those staff members who retired during the period from 1/11/2012 and 30/4/
2015. Most of the banks have extended the benefit of notional stagnation
increment to those who retired during the period from 1/11/2012 to 30/4/2015.
But some Banks in the pretext of lack of clarity in the matter as to whether the
benefit of notional increment should also be extended to all those officers who
retired from the services during the period from 1/11/2012 to 30/4/2015 referred
the matterto IBA. To have an industry level unifomity, IBA Standing Committee
on HR on 11/01/2021 has decided that the banks with approval of respective
boards can extend the benefit of notional stagnation increment for the purpose
of pension only to the officers who were otherwise eligible and retired during
the period from 1/11/2012 to 30/4/2015,with monetary benefit from 1/5/2015.
We had taken up this matter with the Bank several times and is given to
understand that they are working on it and assured to release the benefit to
eligible officers at the earliest.
Amount Deducted towards Income Tax and kept in Account Payable in
2010 - 9th BPS-2nd Option for Pension
Our struggle for 2nd option of pension found success in 9th BPS which was
implemented in 2010. From arrears payable to employees an amount equal to
2.8 times of the pay of the employee who opted for second option of pension was
deducted directly from the arrears and credited to General Pension Fund. Income
Tax (as applicable to individual employee) was also deducted from such amount.
We had represented that IT should not be deducted on the amount not actually
paid to the employee but the bank proceeded in that direction.
Being aggrieved by this, FBOA, Federal Bank Executive Forum, FBEU and other
employee/officers organizations in other banks like Syndicate Bank, SIB Ltd. etc.,
approached Madras High Court and filed Writ petitions against Union of India,
CBDT, Individual Bank, etc., and obtained injunction order prohibiting Banks from
effecting the payment to IT Dept till final disposal of the WPs and such amounts
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are lying in Account Payable account since March 2011.Our request for keeping
this amount in term deposit duly noting the lien was also declined by HR Dept., on
technical ground that the direction of Court was to keep the amount in suspense
account.
Our contentions, inter alia, are as follows.
1) Income Tax is deductible only at the time of payment of the sum
2) The sum contributed to the pension fund are not specific sums identifiable
with any particular employee. It is a general corpus. No portion of the fund
lying in General Pension Fund can be ascribed with the character of salary.
3) When pension is actually received by the employee it can attract IT(only on
actual receipt of pension)at that time .
These WPs are pending since 2010. We have taken up with our Legal officer at
Chennai through FBOA and instructed to get the matter listed and decided
with out further delay.
We recollect with gratitude the efforts taken by Com. Sakthidharan K and Com.
Yohannan T V, our members for their support in collecting the details of the
case and follow up on the matter.
ORGANISATIONAL ACTIVITIES
PF Case - Origin & History
Our Bank was covered under the Employees Provident Fund & Miscellaneous
Provisions Act (EPF & MP Act 1952) till the year 1973, i.e., till the year in which
Bank opened its first branch outside its home State, Kerala (Br. Coimbatore on
19.01.1973) as the Act is applicable only to single state establishments. However,
in spite of the above, the bank continued to maintain the PF account with the
PF Commissioner. The claims of the employees were also continued to be settled
by the PF Organisation/PF Commissioner.
In the year 1985 PF Act was amended for enhancement of monthly contribution to
12% of salary. With a view to avoid this additional contribution from employer
side, our Bank, vide letter dt 02.03.1985, raised formal objections for continuance
of coverage under PF Organisation and demanded withdrawal of membership
quoting non eligibility to continue the membership since spreading of its branch
network outside home state. Since this decision of the Bank was unilateral without
considering the interest of its employees, Federal Bank Officers Association
(FBOA) and Employees Union (FBEU) raised objections and insisted for
continuance of the PF account with the PF Commissioner itself. But the Bank
didn't heed to our objections and proceeded legally for de-coverage.
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In the meantime, on 31.08.1991, Bank created a separate Trust - "Federal Bank
Employees' Provident Fund Trust" for PF contributions. Approval for the
Trust from Commissioner of Income Tax was obtained on 02.10.1992. Since the
withdrawal from PF Organisation by the Bank was unilateral and not beneficial to
the interest of its employees, FBOA & FBEU, the sole representative bodies of
the Officers and Employees of the Bank, did not join the Board of Trustees of the
PF Trust.
The dispute between Bank and PF Organisation was finally resolved by the Central
Government by order dt. 07.09.1992 by holding that the Act ceased to apply to the
Bank from the date on which the Bank raised written objection, i.e., with effect
from 02.03.1985. The PF Organisation informed the bank in writing on 08.06.1993
that the transfer of accumulations in the fund will be on the basis of balance
outstanding as on 30.09.1992, since it was in September 1992 the Government
of India passed the orders for de coverage. The amount payable as on that date
(30.09.1992) was fixed by the PF Organisation at Rs. 20,56,34,994/-.
However, the contributions had to be continued to be made to the PF Organisation
even beyond 30.9.92 (until May 1993), to facilitate settlement of claims of the
employees due to the continued failure of the PF Commissioner to transfer the
said PF accumulations to the Bank's Trust.
The total amount of Rs. 20,56,34,994/- arrived by the PF Organisation did not
include contributions towards Family Pension, Employee's Deposit Linked
Insurance (EDLI), refund of administrative charges levied for the interim period
since Bank's request for de-coverage, etc. So also, the offer made by the PF
Organisation to release 50% of the amount as adhoc payment (pending final
settlement) and non-payment of interest for the accumulations till date of actual
payment was not acceptable to the Bank. Consequently, Bank filed writ petition
in the Hon'ble High Court of Kerala (OP No. 8586 of 1993), seeking direction for
releasing the entire contribution deposited by the Bank including Family Pension,
EDLI premium, administrative charges, interest, etc.
It is pertinent to note that the rate of interest to be given to the employees on their
PF accumulations is determined periodically by the Central Government as
provided under Para 60 of the EPF Scheme. By the order dated 20th of August
1993, the Hon'ble High Court, accepting the contention of the Bank, directed PF
Commissioner to transfer 85% of the provident fund accumulation to the Federal
Bank Employees' Provident Fund Trust within a period of three weeks, by way of
an interim order. Accordingly, on 2nd September 1993, the PF Commissioner made
cash payment of a sum of Rs. 17,63,00,000/-, being 85% of the provident fund
accumulation as on 30th September 1992 to the Bank. Subsequently, on
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25.09.1995, the Hon'ble Court directed PF Commissioner to refund the entire
amount, i.e., balance 15%, within 2 months. Accordingly, on 19th February 1996,
Rs. 2,66,00,700/- was also transferred to the Bank as Govt. Bonds. i.e., almost 30
months later but without paying any interest for the delayed period. The proceedings
of the writ continued as arguments on decision on refund of Family Pension, EDLI,
interest, etc, were not over. The remaining balance of the principal amount as on
30.09.1992, Rs. 27,32,944/- (Rs. 20,56,34,994/- Rs. 20,29,00,000) was paid to
the Bank much later, on 02.08.2007 only.
Bank argued that the PF Organisation was liable to compensate the loss by paying
interest at the rate as applicable under Para 60 of the Scheme from 01.10.1992,
as on which date the admitted amount of Rs. 20,56,34,994/- was quantified. while
the case was proceeding in a very slow pace, FBROF decided to join the case in
2009-10, as an interested party. It is worth mentioning that Sri. Joy T A, (former
EC member & Advocate engaged by FBROF) played a very significant role in
convincing the then leadership of FBROF and FBOA the quantum of loss suffered
so far, by manually calculating the interest for each month's contribution as reflected
in his PF statement.
On the plea of our advocates, the Learned Single Bench of the Kerala High Court
appointed a Chartered Accountant by mutual consent of the principal parties (Bank
& PF Organisation), for calculation of the interest for the delayed transfer of the
accumulations. The Chartered Accountant after applying interest at the rate as
provided in Para 60 of the scheme every year, filed statement showing the balance
amount payable to the Bank as on 09.03.2011 as Rs. 43,35,74,751/-.
The learned Single Judge accepted the contentions of the Bank and the
Associations of the Employees and Retired Employees on payment of interest
as declared under Para 60 of the PF Scheme and accordingly accepted the
statement filed by the Chartered Accountant appointed by the Court by mutual
consent of parties, fixing the balance as on 09.03.2011 at Rs. 43,35,74,751/- and
directed payment of the said amount to the Bank within two months. The Court
also allowed the review petition filed by the Bank correcting an apparent error in
the original judgment, by adding an omitted amount of Rs. 3,11,83,606/- and
accordingly, directed for payment of Rs. 46,47,58,357/Aggrieved by the Single Bench judgment, The PF Organisation filed Writ Appeal
(1059 of 2012) in the Division Bench of Kerala High Court. Vide judgment dated
21.12.2016, the Division Bench affirmed the findings of the learned Single Judge
regarding calculation of interest by applying Para 60 of the Scheme. However, the
Division Bench set aside the direction to pay administrative charges, etc. The
Division Bench directed payment to be made forthwith, after making appropriate
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deductions for amounts allowed in favour of PF Organisation with interest (as
prescribed by the Central Government for similar payments) from the due date, till
satisfaction.
Bank recalculated the total amount due as on 10.02.2017 as Rs. 53,51,70,347/after allowing all the deductions allowed to PF Organisation by the Division Bench
and addressed a letter to the Regional PF Commissioner, with statement showing
detailed calculations to arrive at the above figure. In response to the above letter,
Regional PF Commissioner sent a cheque for Rs. 1,51,28,935/- along with a letter
dt.17.02.2017, stating that this is the final amount due. Bank found out that the
interest applied was 6% simple per annum for the period after 30.09.1992, which
is stated to be the rate of interest for refund of advance Tax or TDS or TCS by the
Income Tax Dept., on the premise that it is the rate as prescribed by the Central
Govt for similar payments, as stated in the judgment of Division Bench. The cheque
for Rs. 1,51,28,935/- was received by the Bank under protest and issued a letter
refuting the amount calculated by the Regional PF Commissioner.
Bank proceeded legally and filed Contempt of Court Petition against the Regional
PF Commissioner (CC No. 606/2017 dt.05.04.2017). On 14.08.2017, Hon'ble
Division Bench passed the impugned order finding prima facie contempt on the
part of the PF Commissioner. Aggrieved by this order, on 09.09.2017, the PF
Commissioner, filed SLP (No. 24146/2017) in Hon'ble Supreme Court. On
09.01.2018, Hon'ble Supreme Court permitted the PF Commissioner to seek
clarifications they require from the same Division Bench of the Kerala High
Court, which passed the impugned judgment. On 15.02.2018, the Hon'ble Kerala
High Court (Division Bench) dismissed the IA 105/2018 filed by the PF
Commissioner for clarifications stating that no clarifications are required in the
matter. Consequently, on 13.03.2018, Hon'ble Supreme Court dismissed the SLP
24146/2017 filed by the PF Commissioner against the Contempt Case. On
10.04.2018, Contempt Case was taken up before the Kerala High Court and Court
directed personal appearance of the PF Commissioner.
The present case, pending for listing in Hon'ble Supreme Court is the Special
Leave Petition (SLP) filed by the PF Organisation challenging the judgment
dt.21.12.2016 of the Division Bench of Kerala High Court in Writ Appeal No.1059/
2012, which is filed long after expiry of the period of limitation for filing appeal. An
application for condonation of this delay is also filed along with the SLP. Notice
has been issued to all the respondents including FBROF by the Hon'ble Supreme
Court. Bank as well as FBOA has already filed Counter affidavit pleading not to
admit the SLP. As the counter filed by FBOA is exhaustive and covered all aspects
and being filed by the same advocate engaged by us also (M/s. Joy & Joy
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Associates, Ernakulum), our Forum filed an affidavit agreeing with the counter
filed by the Association. The case is yet to be posted for hearing whether to
condone the delay and permit approval for filing the appeal. We propose to engage
a leading senior lawyer of Supreme Court as our advocates.
Special Leave Petition (SLP) Lists at Supreme Court
Though SLP filed by PF Organisation was last posted in March 2020 the hearing
could not take place due to the outbreak of Covid 19 pandemic. As the Covid
pandemic started easing Hon’ble Supreme court started functioning online from
October 2021 onwards. Accordingly our case was listed to 20th October 2021.The
case was taken up before the Bench of Lordships Justice Sanjiv Khanna and
Justice Bela Trivedi.
The Counsel for PF, Adv Jindal requested for time. Then Court asked a query
regarding the rate of interest to be fixed and also about Clause 60 of the PF
act.
Sr Advocate Sibal also said that High Court has only followed clause 60. Then
it was discussed for sometime and later adjourned at the request of PF advocate,
after 3 weeks for final hearing and disposal.
Hon’ble Supreme Court Dismisses SLP
We are very much happy and proud to inform that the Special Leave
Petition(SLP) filed by the PF Authorities has been dismissed by the Hon’ble
Supreme Court when the case came up for hearing in 12th November 2021
upholding the verdicts given in favour of the Bank by the Hon’ble High Court of
Kerala culminating with a glorious end of the Legal Battle we were waging for
almost three decades giving a great relief to 5317 members of staff who were
in the rolls of the Bank as on 30.09.1992 including several Family Pensioners in
our Bank.
We are highly indebted to the Bank for resorting to a super strategy of presenting
Adv. Amith Sibal, a very senior Advocate to present our case . We are greateful to
Adv. Giri, the senior Advocate for FBOA & FBROF, Adv. Roy the Advocate on
record at Supreme Court, and M/s. Joy & Associates, advocates, Cochin. We
recollect gratefully that our member Adv. T A Joy, the only retiree who accepted the
PF payment on his retirement in January 2009 under protest, has given entirely a
new turn to the long pending PF Case filed by the Bank against PF Commissioner
in the year 1993 pointing out that there is heavy shortage in the PF amount paid to
the Retirees. Taking the clue from his stand, FBROF impleaded in the case in
2009, subsequently leading FBOA & FBEU to also impleade in the case. Sri. K V
Kuriakose, Sri. K V Paul and Late C O Thomas were the President, General
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Secretary and Treasurer who boldly took the initiative to join the Legal Battle taking
the risk of facing criticism from the pessimists.
Almost in that period Sri. Shyam Srinivasan took over the reins of the Bank. The
team lead by Sri. Jagadeesan T S, Chief General Manager, and Sri. Thampy
Kurian, GM HR Dept, the Bank also started to meticulously follow the Case. A
combination of the joint efforts by the Officers/Employees Organizations and
Bank Management finally paved the way for the present state of unmatched
victory against the unjustifiable stand taken by PF authorities denying the
payment of dues to the Bank in PF account.
We thank at this point of time all the former leaders of FBROF for the effective
follow up of the case all along these years. We recollect with gratitude the
support extended by FBOA leaders Late P V Mathew, Com. Paul Mundadan,
Com.Anitha P and the new Team headed by Com. Sachin Jacob Paul, Com.
Shimit P R, and Com. Jenib Kachapilly. We profusely thank our members for
the whole hearted support extended to FBROF with Patience, Hope and
Confidence.
Friends, We have come victorious in this long legal battle waged for almost 28
years for justice. Even if the PF authorities prefer for a Review Petition with in
30 days before the same Bench of the Supreme Court, which is the only last
option before them, it may not have much stand.
FBROF and FBOA Files Contempt of Court Case
As a precautionary measure FBOA and FBROF has taken steps to file a contempt
of Court case against PF Organisation in the Hon’ble High Court of Kerala to
prevent unnecessary dragging of the matter in one pretext or other.
Executive Committee Meetings:
The Executive Committee met 12 times during the report period since last AGM
held on 30.08.2019 of which 5 meetings were held jointly with Area Secretaries.
Meetings were held on 10.10.2019, 28.01.2020, 24.03.2020, 14.06.2020,
24.08.2020, 26.01.2021, 29.03.2021, 05.05.2021, 17.07.2021, 28.08.2021.
23.10.2021 and 21.11.2021 Physical meetings were held till 24.03.2020 and
thereafter virtual meetings through Zoom platform were held due to penetration
of Covid 19 pandemic. Again we held a physical meeting on 29.03.2021 when the
covid situation improved, but again we were compelled to go for virtual meetings
due to the threat of second wave of covid19 pandemic
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